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VIVIDLY IMAGINING THE LIFE OF MIGRANT WORKERS
A Regime Of Social Policy Must Be Installed To Meet The Basic Needs Of
All Citizens At All Times – Not Only During Pandemics
The current pandemic has forced us to think about the plight of workers in our country. While
the virus has demonstrated the enormous value of health workers, it has also enhanced public
awareness of the pivotal role of migrant workers in our economy. We have been compelled to
realise that between 100 million to 125 million people leave their villages, families and homes to find
work far away wherever they can find it; their invisible hands harvest the crops and feed us, clean
streets, run factories, build roads, and construct our houses.

The trek back home
Living away from home is never easy. A home is not made of brick and mortar, certainly not tin
or planks of wood. It is where one finds comfort, nurtures relationships, and raises a family. It gives
sanctuary from daily struggles. An extension of one’s identity, it provides us a sense of belonging. A
place of tranquillity and serenity, it is where one longs to be when not there. This can only be where
one’s family, friends and community reside, not an inhospitable, overcrowded room with strangers.
Not surprisingly, hungry migrant workers were determined to trudge hundreds of kilometres to
reach “home” in their village. I believe many would have preferred to do so even if they were fed by
their employers or the State, which clearly they were not. Surely, they were entirely justified in
asking why Indians stranded abroad were flown back in special planes or middle-class students
brought back to their hometowns from coaching centres in Kota, Rajasthan, but no such
arrangements were made for them? Why this differential treatment? Are they not citizens of the
same country? Are they any less Indian?

Condition in ‘normal’ times
The current plight of migrant workers during the lockdown should become an occasion to
reflect on their abysmal condition in “normal” times. Many “contractual labourers” rarely see a
written contract. A minimum, regular wage per month is legally required but seldom paid. Many do
not receive wages for months, and at the end of the season when they are finally paid it is often less
than what was agreed. There is a lack of transparency in accounting — excessive, arbitrary and
unexpected deductions from final payments are common.
Lack of regular wages means that workers either borrow from employers or from local
moneylenders. This renders them even more financially vulnerable because of indebtedness. Quite
often they work long hours, between 10 and 13 hours a day, live in tents or makeshift shanties
without access to potable water, toilets, and electricity. I doubt if they are ever fully protected from
the elements. Many of them do not have a kitchen and are forced to eat from local street vendors
who live in similar conditions. Under such dire working and living circumstances, is it a surprise that
under an unexpected lockdown they all wish to return to their original homes?
The Prime Minister recently spoke of the need for empathy and compassion during
pandemics. These are admirable moral virtues, always necessary, not just in emergencies. But
ultimately, individual virtues are insufficient to deal with social malaise. For it is not feelings of
individuals but enduring collective sentiment crystallised around a stable course of action by public
agencies that really matter. Effective public policies are indispensable. Gurudwaras and nongovernmental organisations may complement its efforts to feed the hungry, but it remains the prime
duty of the state to do so.

Work, home and dignity
In short, a regime of social policy, pivotal for a minimal welfare state must be installed to
address the basic needs of all Indian citizens, not only during pandemics but for all times, to meet
any contingency. Socioeconomic rights, including the right to work, have long been part of our
Directive Principles of State Policy. By enacting the Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment
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Guarantee Act law in 2005, the Indian Parliament had set in motion a process that makes a specific
and significant welfare provision constitutive of the very idea of citizenship. To be a citizen of a polity
is to be entitled to an opportunity to work. Now, manual work in extremely hot conditions on
parched terrain is an energy-draining, back-breaking chore, not quite a source of self-realisation
central to the emancipatory vision of Gandhi, Hegel or Marx. And yet, even such paid manual labour
is a far cry from receiving charity. Under democratic norms of equality, living on charity is demeaning
and lowers self-esteem. There is a sense in which any voluntary work, no matter how arduous,
quietly uplifts and enhances dignity and basic self-respect — a point gracefully underscored by a
group of painters (migrant labour) in Palsana, Sikar in Rajasthan, when they chose to give a fresh
coat of paint to an entire school building in return for the shelter provided to them during lockdown.
Work is one among many sources of satisfaction and self-respect. Our Directive Principles
focus on others — proper housing, for instance. It is time the state took these seriously. While no
state can build a home — which needs personal care and must be our own handiwork — the right to
housing can certainly be guaranteed for it is implicit in the article enjoining the state to provide a
decent standard of living.

Multiple deprivations
However, such social policies will not be forthcoming unless we, who make these policies,
stopped viewing the poor as sub-human. This is a controversial statement and requires some
explanation. I believe the best of us carry the image of the poor as labouring creatures with basic
material needs who beget children. They suffer when deprived of these material needs. Our
humanity lies in empathetically acknowledging this suffering. This, however, is not an image that we
have of ourselves. We have more complex social, cultural, political and even spiritual needs. We
need quality time with our children, and leisure for ourselves; companionship and friendship, a
flourishing social life; music, literature, art, poetry; time to fulfil our obligations in the public domain.
And of course, we need our privacy, hours of solitude, space for self-reflection. Our suffering too is
different: we have anxieties and phobias, inner turmoil, loss of a sense of self.
Assuming these profound differences between them and us, it does not cross our minds that
the poor have multiple deprivations — not only material but social, cultural, familial, spiritual. When
did a policymaker ever worry about the quality of family or spiritual life among the poor? Or whether
they have time for their children or for leisure? Or how impoverished they might be because of their
inability to adequately self-reflect.
I do not wish to make the absurd demand that our state policies be designed to care for all
these non-material needs. My point is that unless policymakers have the same conception of the
poor as they have of themselves — persons with rich, varied and complex needs — they will not
realise the grave consequences of the material deprivations endured by the poor or show the
urgency to remove them. In short, policymakers need to realise that they deal with complete human
beings. Unless they are able to vividly imagine the poor as fully human they will never design proper
policies to address even their material needs. Alas, this will not happen unless policymakers feel their
pain — literature and cinema can help here — and there is real, continuing contact between the two.

Meanings of Difficult Words:
1. vividly (adverb)
– clearly, realistically, 5.
evocatively; in a detailed way.
2. regime (noun)
– system,
arrangement, 6.
scheme; system of government.
3. install (verb) – induct, institute, introduce;
establish.
4. plight (noun)
– difficult
situation,
trouble/difficulty, quandary.

pivotal (adjective) – central, vital, significant/
important, crucial/critical.
invisible hand (noun) – a metaphor describing
the unintended greater social benefits and
public good brought about by individuals
acting in their own self interests. The
eighteenth-century economist Adam Smith
developed the concept of the “Invisible
Hand”.
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7. harvest (verb) – gather a ripe crop from the 31.
fields.
8. trek (noun) – a long journey/trip on foot, 32.
walk.
9. back home (phrase) – in one’s country/ 33.
hometown.
10. mortar (noun) – a mixture of cement, sand 34.
and water (used with bricks in constructing a 35.
wall/building).
11. tin (noun) – container.
36.
12. plank (noun) – a piece of timber (used in
building).
37.
13. nurture (verb) – encourage, promote, foster.
14. sanctuary (noun) – safety, protection, shelter, 38.
security.
15. belonging (noun) – affinity, connection, 39.
attachment, closeness.
16. tranquillity (noun)
–
peacefulness, 40.
restfulness, serenity.
17. serenity (noun) – peace of mind, calmness, 41.
restfulness.
18. long (verb) – wish, desire, need, want, crave, 42.
yearn.
43.
19. inhospitable (adjective)
– unwelcoming,
unfriendly, unsociable.
44.
20. trudge (verb) – walk heavily, walk slowly (due
to harsh conditions).
45.
21. stranded (adjective) – stuck (in difficulties),
helpless, abandoned, deserted.
46.
22. differential (adjective) – different, dissimilar,
contrasting.
47.
23. reflect on (verb) – think about, consider,
review.
48.
24. abysmal (adjective) – very bad, awful,
terrible.
25. seldom (adverb) – hardly, rarely, almost 49.
never.
26. lack
of (noun)
– absence,
dearth, 50.
deficiency/shortage.
27. transparency (noun)
–
clarity, 51.
straightforwardness, clearness.
28. arbitrary (adjective)
– 52.
random/casual, unpredictable,
inconsistent, unreasonable.
53.
29. render (verb) – make, cause to be, cause to
become.
54.
30. vulnerable (adjective) – weak, unsafe,
unprotected, at risk; relating to a 55.
weak/neglected person who is in need of
special care/support.
56.

indebtedness (noun) – the condition of owing
money to someone.
makeshift (adjective)
–
temporary, provisional, standby.
shanty (noun) – relating to a roughly built
hut, shed, shack.
potable (adjective) – fit to drink.
dire (adjective) – terrible/awful, appalling,
distressing.
speak of (verb) – mention, refer to, remark
on, discuss.
empathy (noun) – compassion, sympathy,
feeling, concern, kindness.
compassion (noun)
–
consideration,
sympathy, understanding, empathy.
admirable (adjective)
– commendable,
praiseworthy, creditable, exemplary.
virtue (noun) – good point, good quality,
good attribute.
malaise (noun)
–
trouble,
unease,
unhappiness/depression.
enduring (adjective) – long-suffering.
collective (adjective) – combined, united/
joint, cooperative (by all people as a group).
crystallise (verb) – become clear, become
definite, take shape, solidify.
indispensable (adjective) – essential, crucial,
necessary, vitally important/significant.
in short (phrase) – briefly, in a nutshell; in
conclusion/summary.
address (verb) – tackle, deal with, attend to,
try to sort out.
contingency (noun)
–
planning,
prearrangement, precautionary measures/
steps (for a possible event or circumstance).
set in mention (phrase) – start/begin,
activate, institute, cause, bring about.
provision (noun) – term, clause, requirement/
condition.
constitutive (adjective)
– essential,
fundamental, basic, intrinsic.
the very idea (phrase) – used to emphasize
on the subject.
polity (noun) – a politically organized society
(or state or unit).
entitle (verb) – authorize, empower, allow,
permit.
parched (adjective) – dried up, waterless,
scorched/ arid.
terrain (noun) – land, territory.
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57. back-breaking (adjective)
–
physically 81. empathetically (adverb) – compassionately,
demanding, exacting/taxing, exhausting/
sensitively, sympathetically.
draining.
82. acknowledge (verb)
–
admit,
accept,
58. chore (noun) – task, job, duty (usually a
recognize, realize.
routine and unpleasant but necessary one). 83. flourishing (adjective) – thriving, developing,
59. self-realization (adjective) – fulfillment by
improving.
oneself of the possibilities of one’s character 84. obligation (noun)
–
or personality.
duty/responsibility; necessity,
necessary
60. emancipatory (adjective) – relating to an
requirement.
idea/vision that gives people social or political 85. domain (noun) – field, area, sector.
freedom and rights.
86. solitude (noun)
– loneliness,
61. a far cry from (phrase) – a very different one.
isolation, remoteness.
62. demean (verb) – discredit, lower, devalue.
87. self-reflection (noun) – serious thinking about
63. self-esteem (noun) – self-respect, self-regard,
one’s own feelings.
morale, confidence.
88. anxiety (noun)
– concern/stress/tension,
64. arduous (adjective)
– demanding, tough,
unease, apprehension, disquiet.
challenging.
89. phobia (noun) – dislike, hatred, distaste.
65. uplift (verb) – elevate, raise, stimulate.
90. turmoil (noun)
– disorder,
turbulence,
66. gracefully (adverb) – elegantly, respectfully;
confusion, trouble, chaos.
naturally, effortlessly, smoothly.
91. profound (adjective) – deep, serious, intense,
67. underscore (verb) – underline, emphasize,
very great.
highlight.
92. cross one’s mind (phrase) – (of a thought)
68. handiwork (noun) – creation, product, work.
happen to one, particularly only in a short
69. implicit in (adjective) – inherent, intrinsic,
time.
incorporated, inbuilt.
93. impoverished (adjective) – poor, poverty70. enjoin (verb) – urge, pressurize, spur;
stricken, penurious/indigent, underprivileged.
encourage.
94. self-reflect (verb) – have faith in oneself, have
71. deprivation (noun)
–
poverty,
pride and confidence in oneself.
impoverishment, hardship, neediness.
95. absurd (adjective) – unreasonable, irrational,
72. forthcoming (adjective) – impending, coming,
illogical.
approaching, nearing.
96. non-material needs (noun) – social, cultural,
73. sub-human (noun) – less than human;
familial, spiritual needs of an individual.
barbaric, cruel, inhuman.
97. grave (adjective) – terrible, awful, dreadful.
74. the best of us (phrase) – the good quality of 98. consequence (noun) – outcome, result,
us; the good sides of us.
ramification, repercussion.
75. labouring (adjective) – hard working; doing 99. endure (verb) – suffer, go through, live
arduous/difficult or unpleasant work.
through, experience, tolerate.
76. basic material needs (noun) – availability of a 100. alas (exclamation) – unluckily, sadly,
blanket, shoes and two sets of clothes. These
regrettably, unhappily.
three items should be modified at country
level if other basic needs are considered more
important (sleeping mat, sheets, school
books, soap, etc.). Food, education and
medical care are also considered essential
survival needs.
77. beget (verb) – engender/create, give life to.
78. deprive of (verb) – dispossess, strip of, deny,
prevent from having.
79. humanity (noun) – humankind, the human
race, people.
80. lie in (phrasal verb) – be present, exist.
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